The properties of at least one class of rapidly labeled RNA, the precursor rRNA, have been well characterized in eucaryotes, particularly in HeLa cells. The initial transcription product of the gene is a large molecule containing one sequence of each of the two stable rRNAs plus additional nonribosomal RNA, the latter being removed during the processing or maturation of the initial transcription unit (1, 9). In higher plants, as in cold blooded animals, the initial transcription unit is smaller than in HeLa, and there is some evidence for two or more initial transcription products in carrot (6) and mungbean (2), although their relationship is not clear. In plants such as pea or artichoke the initial transcription unit is 2.3 X 108 daltons, and this is cleaved to produce 1.4 X 106 and 0.9 X 108 dalton components which finally yield the stable 1.3 X 106 and 0.7 X 10 r-RNAs respectively (10).
The properties of at least one class of rapidly labeled RNA, the precursor rRNA, have been well characterized in eucaryotes, particularly in HeLa cells. The initial transcription product of the gene is a large molecule containing one sequence of each of the two stable rRNAs plus additional nonribosomal RNA, the latter being removed during the processing or maturation of the initial transcription unit (1, 9) . In higher plants, as in cold blooded animals, the initial transcription unit is smaller than in HeLa, and there is some evidence for two or more initial transcription products in carrot (6) and mungbean (2) , although their relationship is not clear. In plants such as pea or artichoke the initial transcription unit is 2.3 X 108 daltons, and this is cleaved to produce 1.4 X 106 and 0.9 X 108 dalton components which finally yield the stable 1.3 X 106 and 0.7 X 10 r-RNAs respectively (10) .
It is, however, more difficult to consider the synthesis and processing of rRNA in the context of normal growth and development. Many studies on RNA synthesis, both of rRNA (6, 10) and nonribosomal RNA (4), have utilized excised plant tissue. Unfortunately, one of the major effects of excision is an alteration of RNA metabolism; for example, growth of intact soybean hypocotyl is accompanied by an accumulation of RNA, whereas no accumulation occurs during growth of the excised tissue (5 (Fig. 1A) , although the roots did stop growing quite abruptly approximately 5 hr after the addition of the 'P orthophosphate. The period of normal growth prior to cessation decreased as the concentration of 3P orthophosphate was increased. Growth stopped after 1.5 hr in 120 /tc/ml and after 0.5 hr in 160 ,uc/ml 'P orthophosphate (Fig. 1B) . A low concentration of cycloheximide (0.2 jug/ml) and partial anaerobiosis caused by nitrogen gassing both reduced the linear growth rate by about 50% (Fig. 1, C and D) .
The distribution of RNA molecules synthesized during these treatments varied greatly (Fig. 2) . The most obvious difference was the relative amount of the 2.5 X 106 precursor rRNA, which was increased from 3.4% of the newly synthesized RNA in the control roots to 12 to 13 % in the inhibited samples (Table I). This increase in the percentage of precursor in the inhibited roots was not simply the result of an apparent shorter pulse due to the reduced growth rate, (1 hr of inhibited growth may be considered to be equivalent to 0.5 hr of control growth), since the percentage of precursor was no greater in the control after incubations of less than 1 hr. Furthermore, with both cycloheximide and high "P orthophosphate, RNA synthesis as measured by specific activity (Table I) had a relatively greater effect on the processing of the initial transcription product than on the actual rate of transcription, as exemplified by the ratio of precursor to stable rRNA (2.5 X 106/0.7 x 10f, Table I ). Although the inhibition of growth by these three quite different means-disruption by radiation damage, inhibition of protein synthesis by cycloheximide, and reduction of available energy by anaerobiosis-all resulted in the accumulation of the precursor rRNA, the balance between rRNA and nonribosomal RNA synthesis responded rather differently, with high radioactivity favoring rRNA synthesis (49% rRNA) and anaerobiosis reducing the proportion of rRNA synthesized (30% rRNA).
The large, sharp peak of the precursor rRNA appears therefore to be the result of tissue disturbance, probably caused by the very high levels of radioisotope used. The accumulation of the precursor rRNA under these conditions has possibly facilitated the identification and characterisation of the precursor molecules, but such results may have limited significance in the study of rRNA synthesis during normal growth.
It must be emphasized that although the control roots, incubated in 60 [uc/ml 3P orthophosphate, grew normally during the experimental period, they were affected by the radioisotope, resulting in cessation of growth 4 hr after the end of the experiment. The validity of using this material as the "normal" is obvious, but further reduction of the isotope concentration resulted in an RNA preparation with specific activity too low to allow subsequent detailed fractionation. These results suggest that perhaps the synthesis of nonribosomal polydisperse RNA may be similarly affected by the high levels of radioisotope frequently employed, a situation which would be extremely difficult to detect. It is therefore necessary to establish ALND INGLE Plant Physiol. Vol. 51, 1973 that the RNA synthesis studied by means of radioisotope incorporation is not simply a response to growth disturbances caused by the radioisotope.
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